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Excitation of surface waves on conducting materials 
provides a near resistance-free interface capable of a 
material glissade either by plasmon forces or optical 
beam tractors. Analogous to an ice hockey rink, as proof 
of principle plasmon assisted optical traction, or 
hoovering, of water drops on a gold surface is 
demonstrated. Variability in thresholds and movement is 
observed and can be explained by the presence of 
significant roughness, measured by SEM. The 
demonstration opens a path to directly integrate various 
optical and plasmonic glissade technologies. Ways of 
improving transport and potential applications spanning 
configurable microfluidics, antennas, diagnostics, 
sensing and active devices are discussed. © 2018 Optical 
Society of America 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.99.099999 

Conducting surfaces with minimal binding energy along the interface, such that energy is easily coupled over a distance in the direction of an electronically or optically induced voltage, can behave analogously to that of a tightly bound ocean plasma. This is constrained to an x,y plane in which appropriate energy impartation, coupled between electrons, can create equivalent mechanical dynamics associated with localized surfaces waves shaped in part by the ocean landscape and a host of related phenomena. The generation of these surface wave resonances using phase matched optical coupling is achieved by a number of means. These include phase matching through prisms [1-3], end coupling using various optical wave guiding configurations and higher order modes or skew rays [4-6] and diffractive grating configurations [7-9]. The optical generation of surface waves, which are sensitive to their environment, has proven to be particularly useful for diagnostic applications [10,11]. Yet the potential for utilizing such excitation pathways can go well beyond exciting sensitive interactions. Here, the optical driven displacement of mass along such a surface is proposed and demonstrated.  On homogenous interfaces where, for example, resistive flow can be negated, physical displacement of an object on a surface should 

be possible. By exploiting a bound body of electrons capable of freely transferring kinetic energy in the direction of flow, a resistance-free surface may be generated and, with optical assistance, plasmon enabled movement of mass demonstrated – matter interacting with this interfacial sea should be capable of experiencing physical displacement, either plasmon, optical or a combination thereof.    In this work, metallic surfaces are considered, focusing on sputtered gold (Au) given it is widely used for surface plasmon resonance (SPR) generation and diagnostics. Au otherwise may not be the most suitable material because it can be difficult to make homogenously smooth surfaces at the scale required for reduced resistance at interfaces. Rather, other materials, such as 2D structures like graphene and silicene or even conducting liquids where roughness can be more readily reduced or eliminated, may be better suited. Nonetheless, an optical demonstration on Au where resistance may be high and the energy required greater, would be more challenging, further demonstrating what is possible.   Rather than solid microparticles, a water drop is used. As a liquid there is good contact, through both electrostatic and hydrogen bonding, leading to the likely presence of a thin ordered layer of water that stays on the surface long after most of the water drop appears to have evaporated [12]. The nature of these layers is a subject of significant intrigue – measurements on metal electrodes indicate self-assembled pentagon and hexagon-like arrays [13] whilst theoretical calculations suggest the layer at the interface has the array significantly broken in places with OH pointing towards the gold surface [15]. This latter interfacial contribution at the edges, along with surface roughness, can help account for the tendency of water to “pin” to a surface. This generates some resistance to ideal unconstrained flow, or glissade, on what might be a perfectly flat and hydrophilic surface. It may also explain the reduced electro-optic coefficients measured at metal-water interfaces compared to air-water interfaces on drops [12]. Water has also been used to highlight important microfluidic applications where what would ordinarily be the host medium supporting microparticles in conventional optical trapping work [16], is instead what is manipulated. 
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seen not passing through. For this situation during evaporation, there was a distinct jump in water diameter observed after a finite period of evaporation. These jumps are directly observable as trace residue lines where varying pinning has occurred at the surface. The origin of the residue is unclear but arguably related to OH interactions with the surface being strongest at the drop edge. Despite Au’s reputation as an inert material, deionized water can deprotonate on a Au surface, a property that is believed to explain how Au can catalyse reactions [21] and which leads to self-assembly. Since de-ionised water has been used, the residual traces of water can be related to strong deprotonation and electrostatic binding of water to the inhomogeneous surface. As well, interfacial van der Waals attachment of water to silica surfaces leads to nanoscale layers of strongly bound residual water that requires significant temperature (up to 40 0C) to remove [12].    A summary of one set of results is shown in Fig 3. It shows clearly a reversing contact angle as water is pulled towards the optical beam. The jump in angle reflects the point at which resistance to movement is overcome during evaporation – this resistance should give information on surface inhomogeneity. It correlates with the jumps observed in Figure 2. At θc  ~ 35° this occurs well before normal water pinning that prevents drop contraction during evaporation, is overcome (θc  ~ 4-5°).  The rising contact angle with further evaporation indicates an optical pulling force more than strong enough to overcome surface pinning and hydrophilic spreading. A measure of how significant this effect, the net mass of a 2 μL drop far exceeds the typical particle sizes used in optical tweezers. For example, the trapping of polystyrene particles up to 130 μm (weight ~ 10 ng) within a flowing capillary required watts of power from a 5 W diode bar [22]. By comparison, in this work 2 μL of water (weight ~ 2 mg) has been swept with sub mW of optical power, a dramatic demonstration of the advantages of a frictionless support coupled with a contribution from a plasmon pushing force.   Experimentally, the amount of hoovering and timing during evaporation varied with different samples, some having lower resistance whilst others much higher. This was attributed to the variable induced surface roughness on the sputtered films which generally impacts the quality of the SPR. Its clear tremendous improvements are feasible with improvements in fabrication and optimisation of conditions. The latter can be aided by recent developments of top-down contact angle mapping that offer a way to scaling the number of measurements rapidly on a surface, enabling statistical information that can be used to both identify and reduce the source of errors [19,20].  In conclusion, this work has demonstrated the beginnings of an integrated form of optical tractor (or tweezer), taking advantage of surface wave resonances to reduce friction and allow movement of significant mass along a surface. A novel characterisation based on combining SPR generation with contact angle monitoring of water on Au was used. It has identified the potential of plasmo-motive forces for manipulating mass on a surface. The demonstration manipulates a significant body of water with little relative optical excitation power indicating that the entire system could be integrated into compact form on a chip, perhaps using multimode waveguide and waveguide device approaches [6,23] integrating a pump waveguide alongside a microfluidic channel. This approach has immediate use in dynamic diagnoses, combining potentially tuneable lateral flow and novel separation with various 

spectroscopies or probes. Mindful of the extraordinary potential of water as a novel platform material for electro-optics [24], the potential to manipulate, move and tune water properties offers exciting new possibilities in lensing, switching and more. The methods described here can also be applied to other liquids or solids that can be glided along the surface. 
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